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Abstract. Freckles, a significant issue encountered during the directional solidification of superal-

loys, are recognised by a trail of equiaxed grains parallel to the direction of gravity accompanied by 

local eutectic enrichment. In the current study, a mixed-columnar-equiaxed multiphase volume-av-

erage solidification model was employed to study the formation of freckles in superalloy casting. 

Fragments produced via flow-driven and capillary-driven fragmentation mechanisms are considered 

as the source of spurious grains. The transport and the growth/remelting of the fragments are consid-

ered. According to the simulation results, some segregation channels develop at the corners of the 

casting. Flow-driven fragments are produced in/around the segregation channels, whereas capillary-

driven fragments are produced at a certain depth of the mushy zone across the entire section of the 

casting. The fragmentation rate caused by the flow-driven mechanism is several orders of magnitude 

larger than that caused by the capillary-driven mechanism, i.e. the flow-driven fragmentation mech-

anism is dominant for the currently investigated sample. After the solidification process, four freckles 

formed at the casting corners on the shadowed side, whereas it was freckle-free on the bright side. 

1. Introduction 

Single-crystal superalloy turbine blades fabricated using directional solidification (DS) are key components 

of aeroengines and gas turbines. Such components are susceptible to flow-induced freckle defects, which 

are recognised by a trail of spurious/stray grains parallel to the direction of gravity, accompanied by the 

local enrichment of eutectics [1]. The freckling mechanism is well-understood experimentally. The thermo-

solutal convection due to the liquid density inversion in the mushy zone is responsible for the onset of 

freckles [2,3]. The segregation of the alloying elements makes the interdendritic liquid less dense than the 

bulk liquid. In the event of an upward DS, the light interdendritic liquid tends to flow upward to release its 

gravitational potential, and thereby, some plumes form at the solidification front. After merging and com-

peting with each other, only a few plumes survive and further develop into stable segregation channels. The 

solute-enriched liquid is continuously sucked into the channel. The roots of higher-order sidearms can be 

remelted by flow-induced solute enrichment or capillary effects [4,5], that is, dendrite fragmentation occurs. 
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Near the open mouth of the segregation channel, small fragments are transported out of the mushy zone by 

upwelling (upward flow of solute-enriched liquid enclosed in the plume) and finally remelted in the top hot 

liquid [6]. Deep in the mushy zone, the fragments sink and continue to grow into spurious grains [2], and 

the residual solute-enriched liquid solidifies as eutectics. The formation of the freckle is a consequence of a 

long and complex process involving the aforementioned solidification physics. The quantitative prediction 

of such a freckling process through an experimental study is still not feasible. Alternatively, numerical mod-

elling has gradually made it possible to visualise the casting process and accurately predict the formation of 

freckles. According to state-of-the-art simulations [7–10], the freckles were indirectly predicted through the 

calculated segregation channels. The significant role of the fragments, which are the main source of the 

spurious grains, was ignored or roughly treated [11].  

In this study, a three-phase mixed columnar-equiaxed solidification model [12] was used to simulate the 

DS of superalloy casting. The model was recently extended to consider flow- and capillary-driven fragmen-

tation mechanisms [5]. The remelting and solidification of the as-formed solid phases (i.e. columnar den-

drites and equiaxed grains) were also considered [13]. The main goal of this study was to numerically in-

vestigate the formation of spurious grains produced by different fragmentation mechanisms, and hence the 

onset of freckles.  

2. Model configuration and calculation method 

A cluster of Ni-based superalloy specimens was directionally solidified in a Bridgman-type vacuum furnace. 

The shell mould produced by the normal investment casting procedure was placed on a copper-chill base. 

A typical spiral grain selector, including the starter block, was used to realise the single-crystal solidification 

of the casting. The shell mould was preheated first, and then the hot melt was poured into the mould. The 

solidification of the casting was triggered by withdrawing the sample downwards from the heated zone to 

the cold zone at a constant velocity of 3 mm/min. The composition of the superalloy is listed in Table I. 

After the casting process, the superalloy casting was knocked out from the shell mould and mechanically 

separated from the casting cluster, followed by metallographic analysis.  

Table I. Main composition of the considered superalloy. 

Elements Ni Ta Cr Al Co W Re Ti Mo 

Content (wt.%) - 8.07 3.39 5.69 5.97 6.52 4.89 0.15 0.41 

A full-scale geometry of the Bridgman furnace and casting system was constructed for the current sim-

ulation. As shown in Figure 1(a), only a sector of 30o of the furnace containing one casting was considered. 

The dimensions of the casting are shown in Figures 1(b) and (c). The DS process was simulated in two 

steps. The first step is to calculate the global thermal field in the Bridgman furnace, including the casting 

system, and the second step is to calculate the flow and solidification in the casting. The former was per-

formed using the commercial software ProCAST, whereas the latter was performed using our previously 

developed multiphase volume-average-based (VA) solidification model. The thermal calculation was based 

on the full-scale geometry (Figure 1(a)), and the flow-solidification calculation was restricted to the casting 

body (Figure 1(b)).  

For the thermal calculation in ProCAST, the top hot and bottom cold chambers were set to fixed tem-

peratures of 1773 K and 353 K, respectively. The radiation was considered between the inducting wall and 

shell mould, and the withdrawing process was realised by raising the furnace. The calculation started from 

a mould fully filled with the superalloy melt, i.e. the filling process was ignored. The conservation of en-

thalpy was solved for the shell mould and casting, but only latent heat owing to solidification of the casting 

was treated with an equivalent specific heat method [10].  
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                    (a)                                    (b)                                           (c)                    

Figure 1. (a) Layout of the Bridgman furnace and the casting system; (b) shape of the sample 

casting; (c) dimension of the casting. 

Flow and solidification were solved using the VA multiphase solidification model. Three hydrodynamic 

phases were involved: the liquid melt, equiaxed grains, and columnar dendrites with volume fractions of up 

to one (
e c 1� � �f f fef fe� e

). The morphology of the columnar dendrites was approximated by growing cylin-

ders. The equiaxed dendrites were simplified as spheres. Thermodynamic equilibrium was assumed at the 

solid–liquid interface. Diffusion-governed growth kinetics was considered to calculate the solidification/re-

melting rate. The concentration difference between the thermodynamic equilibrium concentration of the 

liquid at the interface ( *cc ) and the volume-averaged liquid concentration ( cc ) served as the driving force 

for solidification and remelting. The columnar structure was initiated only from the bottom of the casting, 

and its tip front was traced using the Lipton–Glicksman–Kurz (LGK) model [14]. In the current study, 

equiaxed grains were assumed to originate from dendrite fragmentation, and two fragmentation mecha-

nisms, i.e. capillary- and flow-driven fragmentation mechanisms, were considered. Remelting and destruc-

tion of the equiaxed grains were also considered. The conservation of the number density of the equiaxed 

grains was solved considering the transport of equiaxed grains:  

� � capillary flow

e e e frag frag des

�
�� � � � �

�
n u n N N N

t
� cN� c�� c

f� ,   (1) 

where 
en  and 

euu  are the number density and velocity of the equiaxed grains; capillary

fragN  and flow

fragN  are the frag-

mentation rates due to capillary- and flow-driven mechanisms; and 
desN  is the destruction rate of the grains 

through remelting. The formulations for these terms and the meanings of the relevant symbols are summa-

rised in Table II.  

The production rate of fragments via the capillary-driven mechanism ( capillary

fragN ) was calculated based on 

equation (2) [15,16], in which a is an alloy-dependent constant, and SV is the interfacial area density. A 

general expression for SV was shown in equation (3) [17], which accounted for the effects of dendrite growth, 

coarsening, and interface coalescence. The initial size of the formed fragments ( 0

e,fragd ) was assumed to be 
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inversely proportional to SV, equation (4) [18]. Since a spherical morphology was assumed for the equiaxed 

grains, the corresponding mass transfer rate ( capillary

fragM ) from the columnar to the equiaxed due to the capil-

lary-driven fragmentation can be calculated by equation (5) [16].  

Table II. Formulations for capillary

fragN , flow

fragN , and 
desN  

Terms Equations  Symbols  Refs. 

capillary

fragN  

Capillary-driven fragmentation: 
� �Vcapillary

frag

3d

d

a S

t
N

�
�                          (2) 

� �� � 1/3
3

1

V c c S0 0 s(1 )rS f f S K t
	

	� 	 ���r S��r S��r   (3) 

0

e,frag c

V

1.6d f
S

�                                    (4) 

� �capillary capi

f

llary

frag fra

3
0

e e, rag g
6

M dN 
�� � � �
� �

    (5) 

 SV: interfacial area density 

 a, rr , SS0, K0: alloy-dependent constants 
  fc: volume fraction of columnar phase 

0

e,fragd : initial size of the fragment 

capillary

fragM : mass transfer rate from colum-

nar to equiaxed due to capillary-driven 

fragmentation 

e� : equiaxed density 

[15,16,18] 

a = 1.0×10-5, rr = 0.4, 1

S0

	S = 246.0 μm, 
0K = 23.5 μm3/s, 

e� = 7646.0 kg/m3 

flow

fragN  

Flow-driven fragmentation: 
                  

flow

frag c e c( )M u u c f� �� 	 � 	 �� � �c e cfe ccc ec )) c) cc)       (6) 

� �

flow

fragflow

frag
3

0

e,frag e
6

M
N

d
 �
�                         (7) 

flow

fragM : mass transfer rate from columnar 

to equiaxed due to flow-driven fragmen-

tation 

� : fragmentation coefficient  

uuuu : liquid velocity 

cuu : columnar velocity 

c�c : liquid concentration gradient 

[5,19] 

� = 2.0×10-5 

desN  

Grain destruction: 
2

e

d

ˆln( ) ln( ))1

2e e

d

d

d 2

x d
n n

e
x x

�


�

� 	
� �	 � �
� ��            (8) 

e,critical

e

des Re

( )

( ) x d

d n
N v

d x �

� �                    (9) 

� �
� �

*

Re *1

c cD
v

l k c

	
� �

	

�c c�cD
�

c

�1l 	
                         (10) 

x: grain diameter of various size classes 

vRe: grain remelting speed 

d� : geometric standard deviation 

ed̂ : geometric mean of the grain diameter 

DD : liquid diffusion coefficient 

ll : liquid diffusion length 
*cc : equilibrium liquid concentration 

cc : volume-averaged liquid concentra-

tion 

 k: solute partition coefficient 

[5,13] 

d� = 0.873, 
e,criticald = 50 μm, DD = 3.6×10-9 m2/s, k = 0.569 

Based on the fact that a flow in the growth direction of primary columnar dendrites in the mushy zone 

promotes re-melting, the mass transfer rate ( flow

fragM ) from the columnar to the equiaxed due to the flow-

induced fragmentation was assumed to be proportional to the value of 
c( )	 	 ��u u cc )c �)c c�)c ) �) c�) c��) , equation (6) [19]. The 

fragmentation coefficient �  is to bridge all other unknown contributors to flow

fragM . Because of the assumed 
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spherical morphology for the equiaxed grains, the production rate of flow-driven fragments can be calcu-

lated via equation (7). Refer to equation (4) for the initial size of the fragments.  

The equiaxed grains, and the newly produced fragments, shall be remelted and destroyed if they are 

exposed to a hot liquid. Because the grain remelting was assumed to be governed by diffusion, equation 

(10) was valid to calculate the remelting speed vRe. In each calculation cell, the equiaxed grains were as-

sumed to follow a lognormal size distribution, equation (8) [13]. When the grain diameter was melted to 

smaller than a critical value 
e,criticald , the grain would be eliminated from the casting domain, i.e. grain de-

struction occurred. The destruction rate of the equiaxed grains was calculated via equation (9). More fun-

damentals of the VA multiphase solidification model have been detailed in [12].  

The cooling history of the temperature distribution on the casting surface, as calculated by ProCAST, 

was used as the Dirichlet thermal boundary condition for the flow-solidification calculation using VA so-

lidification model. The thermal coupling method has been introduced in [10]. As shown in Figure 1(b), a 

no-slip flow boundary condition was applied to the lateral wall of the sample, and a free-slip flow boundary 

condition was applied to the top surface. The alloy was assumed to be incompressible, with constant density 

and viscosity. 

 
                    (a)                  (b)                                               (c)                                          (d)     

Figure 2. Analysis of the calculated temperature (T) in the casting. (a)-(b) T field on the casting 

surface and casting vertical section. (c) T profiles along the two vertical dashed lines in (b), and 

the temperature difference between the two lines. (d) Calculated volume fraction of the columnar 

phase fc, and the shape of the solidification front (fc = 0.01).  

3. Interpretation of simulation results  

3.1.  Temperature field 

The calculated temperature on the casting surface at t = 3000 s is shown in Figure 2(a). The bottom of the 

sample is 250 K cooler than the top. Owing to the shadow effect in the furnace, the shadowed side facing 

the central rod is cooler than the bright side facing the inducting wall. The temperature on the central vertical 
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section of the casting is presented in Figure 2(b), where the solidification front (fc = 0.01) and eutectic 

isotherm (T = Teut) are marked. The isotherms (e.g. T = 1700 K) are bent by the liquid convection in the top 

liquid region. The temperature profiles along the two dashed lines in Figure 2(b) are plotted in Figure 2(c), 

and the temperature difference between the two lines (Tbright – Tshadowed) is also overlaid. From the top to the 

bottom of the sample, the temperature difference changes from positive to negative gradually. In the top 

part of the sample, the temperature on the bright side is 20 K higher than that on the shadowed side. Owing 

to this temperature difference, the solidification front is significantly inclined. According to the current 

simulation results shown in Figure 2(d), the solidification front on the shadowed side is 4.8 mm higher than 

that on the bright side.  

3.2. Liquid flow pattern 

Typical solidification results at t = 2500 s are shown in Figure 3. Figure 3(a) presents the contour of the 

columnar fraction (fc) and the shape of the solidification front. The liquid flow of the top hot liquid is over-

laid on the vertical section. Figure 3(b) depicts the liquid concentration ( cc ) on the casting surface, on which 

the isolines for fc=0.01 and T=Teut are drawn. The liquid density ( �� ) is shown in Figure 3(c). The liquid 

flow in the plumes and freckles is depicted in Figure 3(d). It should be addressed that ��  is a post-processed 

result according to local T and cc , i.e. � � � �� �ref ref ref

T c1 T T c c� � � �� � � � 	 � � 	� � � �� �T c� � c c�c� � �� T � �� cc�c� �� �� T �1 T TT �� , in which ref��  , refT , and refc  

are the reference density, temperature, and liquid concentration; 
T�  and 

c�  are the thermal and solutal ex-

pansion coefficients.  

 

                    (a)                                (b)                          (c)                                                  (d)        

Figure 3. Typical solidification results at t = 2500 s. (a) Contour of the volume fraction of co-

lumnar phase fc. The liquid convection of the top hot liquid is shown by the colourful vectors on 

the vertical section. (b) Contour of the liquid concentration cc . (c) Contour of the liquid density 

�� . (d) Iso-surfaces in black are to show the distribution of the plumes and freckles. The fluid 

flow in the plumes and freckles is shown by the vectors.  
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Because of the horizontal temperature gradient, the melt flows downwards on the shadowed side and 

then flows upwards on the bright side, Figure 3(a). Under the current cooling condition, a 35 mm thick 

mushy zone developed. In the mushy zone, the solute was rejected from the solid to the liquid owing to the 

alloy solidification. As shown in Figure 3(b), cc  increases with the depth of the mushy zone. Because 

� � � �� �ref ref ref

T c1 T T c c� � � �� � � � 	 � � 	� � � �� �T c� � c c�c� � �� T � �� c�c� � �� T �1 T TT �� , as depicted in Figure 3(c), above the solidification front, ��  de-

creases with the height of the casting owing to the increased temperature; below the solidification front, ��  

decreases with the depth of the mush owing to the solute enrichment; and the maximal � �37630 kg/m� �763�  is 

found near the solidification front. The inversion of ��  makes the liquid hydrodynamically unstable. The 

solute-enriched liquid in the mushy zone tends to flow upward owing to its low density, which leads to the 

onset of the plumes. As depicted in Figure 3(d), some plumes develop on the shadowed side, and the light 

solute-enriched liquid flows upward along the plumes. The vertical transport of the solute-enriched liquid 

raises cc  in and near the plumes (Figure 3(b)), and thereby drops ��  locally (Figure 3(c)).  

Note that plumes only formed on the shadowed (left) side of the casting. The onset of plumes is highly 

related to the shape of the solidification front. At the peak of the inclined solidification front, the solute-

enriched interdendritic liquid exhibited the highest gravitational potential energy to flow upwards, making 

it the preferred position for the formation of the plumes. This has been theorised in our previous work [10]. 

As shown in Figure 3(d), four plumes located as the casting corners further developed into stable freckles 

below the solidification front. On the bright (right) side, it is free of plumes and freckles.  

3.3. Formation of spurious grains via different fragmentation mechanisms 

Two fragmentation mechanisms, i.e. flow- and capillary-driven mechanisms, have been considered in the 

current study, and the calculated flow

fragN  and capillary

fragN  are depicted in Figures 4(a) and (b), respectively. The 

flow-driven fragments are produced near the solidification front and around the segregation channels, but 

the capillary-driven fragments are generated at a distance below the solidification front. Additionally, the 

capillary-driven fragmentation occurs throughout the whole sample cross-section except the freckled areas. 

The production efficiency of the two fragmentation mechanisms is also quite different. According to the 

current simulation results, flow

frag,maxN  = 7.5×108 (m-3·s-1), whereas capillary -3 -1

frag,max 1073 m sN � � . Different from the 

results of flow

fragN , a negative value of capillary

fragN  is predicted in the lower part of the mushy zone (Figure 4(b)), 

which indicates that some fragments vanished because of dendrite coarsening (coalescence or remelting) 

[5].  

4. Discussions 

The freckles are recognised by a trail of equiaxed (spurious) grains parallel to the direction of gravity, and 

the dendrite fragmentation is believed to be the main source for the equiaxed grains [2,4]. According to 

state-of-the-art simulations [7–10], due to the lack of a reliable fragmentation model, the freckles were in-

directly predicted through the calculated segregation channels by ignoring the formation of equiaxed grains. 

In this study, the formation of equiaxed grains via two different fragmentation mechanisms [5,15,19] are 

numerically investigated. The calculation of flow and solidification in the superalloy casting was coupled 

with radiation in the Bridgman furnace. 

As shown in the inset of Figure 3(d), the liquid in the freckles beneath the solidification front flows 

upward. Despite the low flow strength, some fragments created near the open mouths of the freckles were 

transported out of the mushy zone into the top hot liquid. The remelting and grain destruction occurred 

subsequently. Remelting of the equiaxed grains also happened in the freckled areas owing to the increase in 
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liquid concentration. The rest of the formed fragments sedimented in the freckles and continued to solidify. 

These fragments blocked the horizontal growth of columnar dendrites toward the freckles. After the solidi-

fication process, the fragments grew into coarse spurious grains, and the residual liquid solidified as eutec-

tics. 

 Comparing Figures 4(a) and (b), in addition to the flow-driven fragments in/around the segregation 

channels, a small number of capillary-driven fragments were generated deep in the mushy zone. Since co-

lumnar dendrites were fully developed there, the capillary-driven fragments could hardly be transported. 

Their growth was also suppressed by the as-developed columnar dendrites. Based on the current numerical 

study, in the main body of the casting, the casting was dominated by a columnar structure (fc ≈ 0.9) with a 

small amount of eutectics (feut ≈ 0.1). In the freckled areas, the sum of the volume fractions of the equiaxed 

grains and eutectics is up to 0.75, whereas fc < 0.25. Such simulation results are consistent with our exper-

imental observations. Further analysis of the simulation results and a quantitative comparison between the 

simulation and the experiment will be presented in the following journal paper.  

 
            (a)                                                (b)                     

Figure 4. Analysis of the formation 

of spurious grains via dendrite frag-

mentation. The yellow shapes on 

the top indicate the as-developed 

plumes. (a) Contour of the flow-

driven fragmentation rate flow

fragN . 

(b) Contour of the capillary-driven 

fragmentation rate capillary

fragN . The 

isoline for capillary

frag 0�N  is overlaid.  

capillary

fragN  is negative inside the 

white line and positive outside the 

white line. 

5. Conclusions 

The formation of spurious grains and freckles during directional solidification of superalloys was numeri-

cally studied using a mixed-columnar-equiaxed volume-average solidification model. Two different frag-

mentation mechanisms, i.e. capillary-driven and flow-driven fragmentation mechanisms, were considered 

to produce spurious grains. The following conclusions were drawn for the currently studied sample:  

1) Flow-driven fragmentation primarily occurred in/around the segregation channels, whereas capillary-

driven fragmentation occurred throughout the entire cross-section of the casting, except in the segrega-

tion channel areas. 

2) The fragmentation rate caused by the flow-driven mechanism was several orders of magnitude larger 

than that of the capillary-driven mechanism. The flow-driven fragmentation mechanism contributed 

mostly to the formation of spurious grains in the freckles. 

capillary

fragN

t = 2500 s 

1×103

-1×10-2

5×108

0 Teut Teut

fc=0.01
Plumes

capillary

frag 0�N
flow

fragN
3(1/m /s) 3(1/m /s)
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3) Owing to the shadow effect of the Bridgman furnace, the shadowed side of the casting could be 20 K 

cooler than the bright side. Thus, the solidification front was significantly inclined. Plumes only formed 

on the shadowed side, and four plumes developed further into freckles at the casting corners. On the 

bright side, it was free of plumes and freckles.  
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